CUSTOM OUTDOOR KITCHENS
superior gas grills and hybrid gas/wood/charcoal grills
refrigerators freezers wine chillers ice makers keg tappers
cooktops lobster boil pits base cabinets sink bases wet bars

TM

“...the kind of performance I normally find only in
restaurant kitchens.”
Michael Chiarello, Chef and NapaStyle Founder/CEO

“I may never cook indoors again.”
Rick Bayless, Chef and owner Frontera Grill/Topolobampo,
host of PBS’s Mexico-One Plate at a Time

03262007

Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet
Custom Outdoor Kitchen collection
A custom outdoor kitchen represents the pinnacle in home
luxury entertaining, and the all new Kalamazoo Outdoor
Gourmet™ Custom Outdoor Kitchen Collection redefines
the possibilities through superior design, engineering,
convenience and performance.
Outstanding Cooking Performance
The superior engineering of Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet grills delivers
the best cooking performance for your custom outdoor kitchen. Our
industry-leading innovations include the advanced deep-hopper cooking
system for superior heat dynamics and hassle-free cleaning, our hybrid
grilling drawer system for cooking with charcoal, wood and gas, and
cooking surfaces personalized for each outdoor chef.
The Leader in Outdoor Kitchen Refrigeration

Outdoor Kitchen Equipment Truly
Engineered for the Outdoors
Weather-tight cabinetry with seamless rain gutters around every door and
drawer opening.

Our new brand, Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet Manufactured by Perlick,
represents the highest-quality and performance outdoor refrigeration
available. Perlick has provided the best restaurants with undercounter
refrigeration for over ninety years. We are now bringing this renowned
performance to your home under the respected Kalamazoo badge.

Modular, free-standing system makes
custom design and installation easy.

Superior Outdoor Kitchen Cabinet Design and Construction

Broad list of equipment includes:
Lobster Boil Pits
Ice Makers, Refrigerators & Freezers
Keg Tappers & Wine Coolers
Wok Cook Tops
Gas Or Gas/Wood Hybrid Grills
Base Cabinets & Sink Bases

“ The Entertainer” Kitchen
See more sample custom
outdoor kitchen designs
beginning on page 19.

BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN HYBRID
CHARCOAL AND
GAS GRILL

Our Custom Outdoor Kitchen System cabinets surpass all others for
thoughtful features and quality of materials and workmanship.
Only Kalamazoo surrounds each door and drawer opening with a seamless rain gutter to keep the weather out entirely. And, you can hose your
cabinets clean without worry.
Each cabinet is crafted entirely stainless steel, including all hardware. We
don’t use composite door fillers to make thin-gauge construction seem
more robust. Our build quality comes from heavy-gauge stainless steel
and painstaking hand fabrication techniques.

BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN
GAS GRILL

CORNER SINK BASE
1-DOOR, ROUND BACK

24” COOKTOP CABINET
1-DOOR
15” UNDERCOUNTER
CLEAR ICE MAKER

21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER
21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER

24” UNDERCOUNTER
FREEZER

15” APPLIANCE BACK
FILLER PANEL

BASE CABINET FOR 24”
UNDERCOUNTER APPLIANCE
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For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.

48” UNDERCOUNTER
KEG TAPPER AND REFRIGERATOR
BASE CABINET FOR 48”
UNDERCOUNTER APPLIANCE

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

Kalamazoo built-In Grills
Easier to design for in a wider variety of installation plans, our line of
built in stainless steel grills is totally unique, with engineering and design
driven by our commitment to ultimate cooking performance.
Like our the rest of our complete outdoor kitchen system, our built in
grills can be integrated into masonry, stucco or other hardscapes — or
they can stand independently, fully-finished in stainless steel.

Built-In Grills with Integrated Stainless Steel Cabinets
We believe so strongly in the performance advantages of a deep hopper design, that we have engineered all of our built-in grills around the
deep hopper concept. This leads to built-in gas and hybrid grill designs
with fully-framed and welded construction, reaching down to the patio
and standing on their own adjustable leveling legs.
Our built-in grills include their own stainless steel cabinetry for hopper
access and storage. And because they stand on their own leveling legs,
our built-in grill designs are ready to be used just about anywhere...
whether or not your construction project has been completed.

Cook with wood charcoal AND gas, all on one
grill, interchangeably and at the same time.

A Whole New World of Design Options
Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet built-in grills can be installed in typical
masonry, tile or stucco surrounds, but they also open the door for a
wider variety of designs. All four sides of the grill are completely finished
in stainless steel and can be left visible without sacrificing the beauty
of the installation. What’s more, our grills can be easily slid out of most
enclosure designs for cleaning or maintenance.
High-performance built-in grills are available in two sizes, Steadfast and
Bread Breaker, and with or without our revolutionary Dual-Fuel gourmet
hybrid grilling drawer system. All of our stainless steel built in grills are
configured for natural gas by default, but can be converted to liquid
propane either at the time the grill is built or after the fact.

Design your own cooking surfaces with patterns for meat, fish and vegetables and add
your monogram or logo.

“ The Havana” Kitchen
See more sample custom
outdoor kitchen designs
beginning on page 19.

BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN HYBRID
CHARCOAL AND
GAS GRILL

BUILT-IN COOKTOP
BURNER

Powerful, wok-ready side burners are available
for masonry installation or integrated with a
storage cabinet.
24” SINK BASE

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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Bread Breaker® Dual-Fuel Built-In Hybrid Grill
BB-D-BI
Our flagship built-in grill cooks with wood, charcoal and gas.
122,000 total BTUs with 6 square feet of primary grilling area laser-cut to
your custom combination of meat-fish and vegetable grilling areas.
Deep hopper design for best cooking performance and hassle-free
cleaning.
32,000 BTU Wok-Ready Cooktop available.
Kickplates available.

Bread Breaker® Built-In Gas Grill
BB-BI
144,000 total BTUs with 100,000 BTU primary burners in four control
zones, 22,000 BTU infrared searing burner and 22,000 BTU infrared
rotisserie cradle system. 6 square feet of primary grilling area laser-cut to
your custom combination of meat-fish and vegetable grilling areas.
Deep hopper design for best cooking performance and hassle-free
cleaning.
32,000 BTU Wok-Ready Cooktop available.
Kickplates available.

4
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Steadfast® Dual-Fuel Built-In Hybrid Grill
SF-D-BI
Our smaller-scale built-in hybrid grill for cooking with charcoal, wood
and gas.
61,000 Total BTUs with 3 square feet of primary grilling area.
Deep hopper design for best cooking performance and hassle-free
cleaning.
32,000 BTU Wok-Ready Cooktop available.
Kickplates available.

Steadfast® Built-In Gas Grill
SF-BI
50,000 BTU primary burners with two control zones plus 11,000 BTU
infrared rotisserie cradle system. 3 square feet of primary grilling area.
Deep hopper design for best cooking performance and hassle-free
cleaning.
32,000 BTU Wok-Ready Cooktop available.
Kickplates available.

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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Kalamazoo OUTDOOR storage Cabinets
Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet Kitchen System storage cabinets are hand-crafted entirely from stainless steel, including all
drawer glides, hinges and other hardware. One or two storage cabinets are a great accompaniment to our built-in grills
in typical masonry installations, or you can build a complete outdoor kitchen as grand as its indoor counterpart with all
the storage, appliances, sinks and other equipment.
All door and drawer openings are surrounded by a seamless water gutter to keep cabinet contents clean and dry. Each
cabinet stands on stainless steel leveling legs. Kick plates are available. All cabinets are 30” deep.

21” Outdoor Base Cabinet — 3 Drawers
K-3DRW-21
Storage cabinet with three full-extension drawers on stainless steel ball
bearing glides. Features convenient, pull-out cutting board tray.
Each of the three drawer openings is surrounded by a seamless rain
gutter for weatherproof storage and hose-down cleaning.
21.00

30.00

21” Wide x 30” Deep
Kickplates available.

34.75

3.25

24” Outdoor Base Cabinet — 1 Door
K-STOR-24
Storage cabinet with one door (left- or right- hinge available). Pull-out
tray at bottom for easy reach. Pull-out storage tray at top ideal for
utensils and, spices or linens. Pull-out cutting board tray.
Door opening is surrounded by a seamless rain gutter for weatherproof
storage and hose-down cleaning.
30.00

24” Wide x 30” Deep
24” Sink Base also available.

34.75

24” Cooktop Base also available.
Kickplates available.
3.25
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Corner Base Cabinet — 1 Door, Square Back
K-STOR-CRNR-SQR
Storage cabinet forms 90° bend between two
cabinet runs. 18” cabinet door is set a 45° angle.
Square back.
Door opening is surrounded by a seamless rain
gutter for weatherproof storage and hose-down
cleaning.

44.00

44.00

30.00

30.00

18” Frontage
2.00

17.00

2.00

Corner Base Cabinet with round back also available.
Corner Sink Base also available.
Kickplates available.
34.75

3.25

Corner Base Cabinet — 1 Door, Round Back
K-STOR-CRNR-RND

R 41.75

34.75

Storage cabinet forms 90° bend between two cabinet runs.
17” cabinet door is set a 45° angle. Rounded back.
Door opening is surrounded by a seamless rain gutter for
weatherproof storage and hose-down cleaning.

30.00

30.00

2.00

18” Frontage

2.00
17.00

62.00

Corner Base Cabinet with square back also available.
Corner Sink Base also available.
Kickplates available.
34.75

3.25

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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36” Outdoor Base Cabinet — 2 Doors
K-STOR-36
Storage cabinet with two doors.
Door openings are surrounded by seamless rain gutters for weatherproof storage and hose-down cleaning.
36” Wide x 30” Deep
36.00

30.00

36” Sink Base also available.
Kickplates available.
34.75

3.25

12” Outdoor Base Cabinet — Pull-out Rack
K-STOR-12
Pull-out rack storage cabinet can be used for spices or, when configured
adjacent to grill, as an ambient heat plate warmer. Stainless steel ball
bearing glides on two-tier pull-out rack.
Cabinet opening is surrounded by a seamless rain gutter for weatherproof storage and hose-down cleaning.
12.00

30.00

12” Wide x 30” Deep
Kickplates available.

34.75

3.25
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Kalamazoo OUTDOOR sink Cabinets
Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet Kitchen System cabinets are hand-crafted entirely from stainless steel, including all hinges
and other hardware.
All door openings are surrounded by a seamless water gutter to keep cabinet contents clean and dry. Each cabinet
stands on stainless steel leveling legs. Kick plates are available. All cabinets are 30” deep.

Corner Sink Base — 1 Door, Square Back
K-SNK-CRNR-SQR
Accommodates one over-mount kitchen sink up to 21”
wide. Sink, faucet and plumbing not included. Sink
cabinet forms 90° bend between two cabinet runs.
17” sink cabinet door is set a 45° angle. Square
back.
Door opening is surrounded by a seamless rain
gutter for weatherproof storage and hose-down
cleaning.

44.00

44.00

30.00

30.00

9.00 PLUMBING INLET/ OUTLET
2.00

18” Frontage

17.00

2.00

Corner Base Cabinets also available.
Corner Sink Base with round back also available.

34.75

Kickplates available.

3.25

R 41.75

Corner Sink Base — 1 Door, Round Back
K-SNK-CRNR-RND
Accommodates one over-mount kitchen sink up to 21”
wide. Sink, faucet and plumbing not included. Sink
cabinet forms 90° bend between two cabinet runs.
17” sink cabinet door is set a 45° angle. Rounded
back.
Door opening is surrounded by a seamless rain
gutter for weatherproof storage and hose-down
cleaning.

34.75

30.00

30.00

2.00

2.00
17.00

62.00

18” Frontage
34.75

Corner Base Cabinets also available.

3.25

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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0.75

18.00

36” Sink Base — 2 Doors
K-SNKDBL-36

PLUMBING INLET/ OUTLET

Sink cabinet with two doors. Accommodates one under-mount sink
designed for 27” cabinet or smaller or one over-mount sink designed for
36” cabinet or smaller. Sink, faucet and plumbing not included.
Door openings are surrounded by seamless rain gutters for weatherproof storage and hose-down cleaning.

36.00

30.00

36” Wide x 30” Deep
Kickplates available.

34.75

3.25

12.00

1.00

PLUMBING INLET/OUTLET

24” Sink Base — 1 Door
K-SNKBR-24
Sink cabinet with one door designed for 14” bar sink or hospitality sink.
Sink, faucet and plumbing not included.
Door opening is surrounded by a seamless rain gutter for weatherproof
storage and hose-down cleaning.

24.00

30.00

24” Wide x 30” Deep
Kickplates available.

34.75

3.25
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KALAMAZOO OUTDOOR REFRIGERATION
Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet Manufactured by Perlick
Perlick has been providing the finest restaurants with undercounter refrigeration for over 90 years, and now, thanks to
Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet Manufactured by Perlick, you can enjoy their equipment in your outdoor kitchen. It’s the
pinnacle of luxury home entertaining — made elegant and easy by Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet. Each appliance is the
perfect compliment to your custom outdoor kitchen, fully-finished in rugged, beautiful stainless steel and UL approved
for outdoor use. All products are designed and crafted to look and perform better, than any other alternative.
Only Perlick features the Variable Speed Compressor, which delivers unparalleled temperature uniformity, energy
efficiency and quietness. The Variable Speed Compressor, along with patent pending convection cooling technology,
makes Perlick the only company in the industry with products that generate between 995 and 1985 BTUs while
using the least amount of energy (A BTU is a British Thermal Unit and is a measurement of a compressor’s ability to
cool a compartment).
Kalamazoo
by Perlick

U-line

Sub-Zero Viking

Marvel

GE

BTU Output

9951985

300700

325

380

461

275

Energy Used
(kWh/year)

311

339

334

N/A

N/A

360

Perlick is also the only manufacturer delivering innovations such as vinyl coated full-extension shelving with guard rails;
stunning commercial-grade stainless steel interiors; vinyl coated racks for chilling martini glasses and beer mugs. All of
which translates to an entertaining experience that’s certain to make a lifelong impression on you and your guests.

Outdoor Refrigerator
K-H1R-O-D1
Outdoor-rated 24” undercounter refrigerator with stainless steel door.
Full-extension shelves. Left or right hinge available. Door lock available.
24” Wide

Outdoor Two-Drawer Refrigerator
K-H1R-O-D5
Outdoor-rated 24” undercounter refrigerator with two stainless steel
drawers. Ideal for separating raw meats from other foods.
24” Wide

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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Outdoor Keg Tapper with Refrigerator
K-H2RT-O-D1-HKEG2
Outdoor-rated 48” undercounter appliance with 24” refrigerated keg
tapper and 24” refrigerator in a side-by-side configuration. Two-faucet
tap. Refrigerator features full-extension shelves. Door locks available.
Tap locks available. Also available in one- or three-tap configurations.
48” Wide

Outdoor Keg Tapper with Two-Drawer Refrigerator
K-H2RT-O-D5-HKEG2
Outdoor-rated 48” undercounter appliance with 24” refrigerated keg
tapper and 24” two-drawer refrigerator in a side-by-side configuration.
Two-faucet tap. Two-drawer refrigerator is ideal for separating raw meats
from other foods. Door lock available. Tap locks available. Also available
in one- or three-tap configurations.
48” Wide

Outdoor Keg Tapper
K-HIT-O-D1-HKEG2
Outdoor-rated 24” undercounter refrigerated keg tapper. Two-faucet
tap. Door lock available. Tap locks available. Also available in a one-tap
configuration.
24” Wide

12
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Outdoor Wine Cooler
K-H1W-O-D3
Outdoor-rated 24” undercounter wine cooler with glass door. Stores 42
bottles in six fully-extending racks. Left or right hinge available. Door
lock available.
24” Wide

Outdoor Freezer
K-H1F-O-D1
Outdoor-rated 24” undercounter freezer with stainless steel door. Left or
right hinge available. Door lock available. Martini glass chiller rack available.
24” Wide

Outdoor Two-Drawer Freezer
K-H1F-O-D5
Outdoor-rated 24” undercounter freezer with two stainless steel
drawers.
24” Wide

Outdoor Ice Maker
K-H50IM-O
Outdoor-rated 15” undercounter clear ice maker.
15” Wide

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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Kalamazoo outdoor Appliance Cabinets
and back filler panels
The Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet Kitchen System includes base cabinets specifically designed for undercounter refrigeration. Each cabinet features a concealed power outlet inside for the appliance as well as a convenience outlet on the
face for counter-top electrics. All base cabinets are 30” deep. Base cabinets for appliances do not include the appliance.

7.75

0.88

Base Cabinet for 15” Undercounter Appliance
K-ANC-15-24

ELECTRICAL INLET

Base cabinet for 15” clear ice maker. Features GFCI power outlet within
for the appliance and a GFCI convenience outlet on the front. Overall
width is 24 inches. Appliance not included.
24” Wide x 30” Deep
24.00
2.25

30.00

15” Appliance back filler panel also available.
Kickplates available.

34.75

31.00

10.25
7.75
3.25

Base Cabinet for 24” Undercounter Appliance
K-ANC-24-33

7.75 ELECTRICAL INLET

0.88

Base cabinet for 24” appliances. Features GFCI power outlet within for
the appliance and a GFCI convenience outlet on the front. Overall width
is 33 inches. Appliance not included.
33” Wide x 30” Deep
33.00
30.00

2.25

24” Appliance back filler panel also available.
Kickplates available.

34.75

31.00

10.25

7.75

14
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Base Cabinet for 48” Undercounter Appliance
K-ANC-48-57

7.75

ELECTRICAL INLET

0.88

Base cabinet for 48” appliances, including our keg
tapper/refrigerator combination units. Features
GFCI power outlet within for the appliance and
a GFCI convenience outlet on the front. Overall
width is 57 inches. Appliance not included.
57” Wide x 30” Deep

57.00
2.25

30.00

Kickplates available.

31.00

34.75

10.25

3.25

7.75

Back filler panels can sometimes be used with undercounter refrigeration to save space. Back filler panels for appliances
can be used when the appliance is located between two outdoor base cabinets. Back filler panels for appliances feature
a concealed GFCI power outlet for the appliance.
6.75

Back Filler Panel for 15” Undercounter Appliance
K-ABK-15

1.00 ELECTRICAL INLET

2.00

Back panel for use with 15” appliance not placed within an appliance
base cabinet. Features GFCI power outlet for the appliance.

15.19

Can only be used to span between two Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet
Kitchen System base cabinets.

31.50

15.19” Wide

7.00

6.75

7.75

Back Panel for 24 “ Undercounter Appliance
K-ABK-24

1.00 GAS INLET

2.00
24.19

Back panel for use with 24 “ appliance not placed within an appliance
base cabinet. Features GFCI power outlet for the appliance.
Can only be used to span between two Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet
Kitchen System base cabinets.
24.19” Wide

31.50

7.00

7.75

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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Kalamazoo outdoor Cooktops
Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet cooktops feature a powerful, 32,000 BTU burner with four concentric rings of burner ports
in a wok-ready design.

24” Cooktop Cabinet — 1 Door
K-CKTP-24

12.00

32,000 BTU cooktop mounted on 24” storage cabinet with one door
(left- or right- hinge available). Pull-out tray at bottom for easy reach.
Pull-out storage tray at top ideal for utensils and, spices or linens.

0.93 GAS INLET OPENINGS

Door opening is surrounded by a seamless rain gutter for weatherproof
storage and hose-down cleaning.
24.00

33.12
30.00

2.25

24” Wide x 30” Deep
Cooktop also available without cabinet.

34.75

Kickplates available.

39.00

3.25

Cooktop for Built-In Installation
KK-BI
32,000 BTU cooktop unit for built-in installations without cabinet.
16.12” Wide x 24.5” Deep
Cooktop also available with base cabinet.

24” Lobster Boil Cabinet — 1 Drawer
K-BOLR-24

13.50

32,000 BTU cooktop unit mounted in a 24” wide cabinet with recessed
pit for crab, shrimp, lobster or crayfish boils. Also ideal for frying. Cabinet features 1 drawer with opening surrounded by seamless rain gutter
for weatherproof storage.

0.89 GAS INLET OPENING

24” Wide x 30” Deep

22.75
33.12
30.00

27.00

Cooktop also available with base cabinet.

34.75
21.75

3.25
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Kalamazoo GRILL BACK FILLER PANELS
When Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet grills are installed in the Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet Kitchen System, these back
panels finish the back of the grill flush with the back of 30” deep base cabinets on either side.

Bread Breaker® Filler Panel
K-BKFP-BB
For use with Bread Breaker® Built-In grills.
2.00

38.3” Wide
Kickplates available.
38.56

31.50

Steadfast® Filler Panel
K-BKFP-SF
For use with Steadfast® Built-In grills.
2.00

26.9” Wide
Kickplates available.

27.13

31.50

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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Kalamazoo outdoor Base Cabinet
Accessories
Undercounter End Cap Shelves
K-SHCP-12
Curved-front end cap shelves are an attractive and convenient option for
the ends of cabinet runs. Shelves are open and designed with rain drainage in mind. Three shelves per end cap. Available for left or right ends.
R9

.75

12.00

12” Wide x 30” Deep

30.00

34.75

3.25

Base Cabinet Kick Plates
K-KP-CSTM
Stainless steel kick plates are available for the front, sides and backs of
all base cabinets and sink bases.

10.00

Counter Overhang Brackets
K-CBKT
Brackets mount to rear of base cabinets, appliance back filler panels or
grill back panels to support a 10-inch counter overhang for seating at
the outdoor kitchen counter.

18
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KALAMAZOO OUTDOOR GOURMET
SAMPLE CUSTOM OUTDOOR KITCHENS
The design possibilities are limitless with our modular outdoor kitchen system. Following are just a few examples of the
possibilities.

The Entertainer

BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN HYBRID
CHARCOAL AND
GAS GRILL

CORNER SINK BASE
1-DOOR, ROUND BACK

BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN
GAS GRILL

24” COOKTOP CABINET
1-DOOR
15” UNDERCOUNTER
CLEAR ICE MAKER

21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER
24” UNDERCOUNTER
FREEZER

21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER

BASE CABINET FOR 24”
UNDERCOUNTER APPLIANCE

The Havana

BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN HYBRID
CHARCOAL AND
GAS GRILL

15” APPLIANCE BACK
FILLER PANEL
48” UNDERCOUNTER
KEG TAPPER AND REFRIGERATOR
BASE CABINET FOR 48”
UNDERCOUNTER APPLIANCE

BUILT-IN COOKTOP
BURNER

24” SINK BASE

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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The Poolside
36” SINK BASE
2-DOORS

UNDERCOUNTER ENDCAP
SHELVES — LEFT

BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN HYBRID
CHARCOAL AND
GAS GRILL

15” UNDERCOUNTER
CLEAR ICE MAKER
BASE CABINET FOR 15”
UNDERCOUNTER APPLIANCE
24” UNDERCOUNTER
REFRIGERATOR
24” APPLIANCE BACK
FILLER PANEL

21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER

24” COOKTOP
CABINET
1-DOOR

UNDERCOUNTER ENDCAP
SHELVES — RIGHT

The Epicurean

BASE CABINET FOR 24”
UNDERCOUNTER APPLIANCE

24” UNDERCOUNTER
FREEZER

CORNER BASE
CABINET
1-DOOR, SQUARE BACK

24” BASE
CABINET
1-DOOR
24” UNDERCOUNTER
2-DRAWER REFRIGERATOR
24” APPLIANCE BACK
FILLER PANEL
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BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN HYBRID
CHARCOAL AND
GAS GRILL
36” SINK BASE
2-DOORS

24” COOKTOP
CABINET
21” BASE CABINET
1-DOOR
3-DRAWER
24” LOBSTER BOIL
CABINET
1-DRAWER

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.

21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

The Nineteenth Hole
CORNER SINK BASE
1-DOOR, SQUARE BACK

BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN HYBRID
CHARCOAL AND
GAS GRILL

24” UNDERCOUNTER
2-DRAWER FREEZER

24” UNDERCOUNTER
24” APPLIANCE BACK
PPER AND REFRIGERATOR
FILLER PANEL
BASE CABINET FOR 24”
UNDERCOUNTER APPLIANCE

21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER

24” COOKTOP CABINET
1-DOOR

21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER

15” UNDERCOUNTER
ICE MAKER

CORNER BASE CABINET
1-DOOR, SQUARE BACK
BREAD BREAKER
BUILT-IN GAS GRILL

15” APPLIANCE BACK
FILLER PANEL

21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER

24” COOKTOP CABINET
1-DOOR

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

21” BASE CABINET
3-DRAWER

For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.
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outdoor artisan pizza oven
Old World Pizza Quality in Your Own Backyard
Ovens lined with stone and topped by an arched roof are
found across Italy for baking pizza and bread. Why? The
stone delivers superior heat transfer characteristics and the
low, arched top reflects radiant heat back to the pizza for
even baking from both the top and bottom.

Counter-top design makes a perfect addition to
your outdoor kitchen

Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet has taken this classic design
and updated it for worry-free outdoor use. The Outdoor
Artisan Pizza Oven is hand fabricated entirely of stainless
steel. The counter-top design is a perfect addition to your
outdoor kitchen.

30,000 BTU stainless steel gas burner

The baking surface is a professional composite baking
stone. Its heat transfer performance exceeds that of natural
stone, and it will never become brittle like quarry stone can
after repeated heat cycles. The precision digital thermometer
measures the temperature of the stone so you can do both
low-temperature deep-dish pizza and high-temperature
thin-crust pizza with equal confidence.

Double-walled stainless steel construction for
easy cleaning and durability
Professional composite pizza stone
Liquid propane or natural gas
Integrated thermometer for predictable results
every time
Integrated smoking drawer for wood-fired flavor
Large enough for an 17” round pizza or 17” x 22”
rectangular pizza.
Overall dimensions: 27.5” W x 20.5” D x 18” H

The convenience of the 30,000 BTU stainless steel gas
burner means the oven is always at the ready, while the
integrated smoking drawer imparts the flavor of a woodfired pizza oven.

TM

Start a tradition at your home of baking artisan pizza in
your backyard. Thick or thin crust, pan pizza or stuffed, even
calzones or artisan bread… The Outdoor Artisan Pizza Oven
helps you cook like a seasoned professional.
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For outdoor kitchen specification or design assistance call 1.800.868.1699.

www.KalamazooGourmet.com

